**Saturday, October 16th**

**Greenlawn Cemetery** with **Latino Arts for Humanity**
1000 Greenlawn Avenue

10:00-6:00
- Traditional Altars
- Exhibitions
- Aztec Dance
- OSU Poetry Workshops
- Art and Food Vendors for all ages!

**Tuesday, November 2nd**

**Atrium of Hagerty Hall**
1775 College Rd Columbus

10:30-1:00
- Arbol de Deseos / Tree of Live Interactive ofrenda
- Pan de muerto
- Hot chocolate
- Sugar skull candle give aways!

1:30-2:30
- Honoring of our Ancestors
- Community Sharing

For more information contact Paloma Martinez-Cruz: martinez-cruz.2@osu.edu

---

This Year’s Sponsors
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Latino Studies
Sigma Delta Pi
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